FREE PIZZA & LSAT WORKSHOP

Wednesday, May 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2012
1:30 P.M – 3:15 P.M

BRADFORD – AB (in the TSU)

- Test your ability on the LSAT by working with real LSAT problems and then receiving expert analysis of them.
- Learn about law school, law school applications, and what “life as a lawyer” is really like.
- Hear about special CSUF discounts on ScoreItUp LSAT Prep’s live classroom courses (in Irvine, CA) and video courses.
- Multiple chances to win 50\% off a ScoreItUp LSAT Prep course.
- If nothing else…enjoy FREE PIZZA!!
- Hosted by ScoreItUp’s founder and guaranteed instructor, practicing attorney, and UCI Lecturer Mark A. Sacks, Esq.

Please contact Mark Sacks directly at mark@scoreitup.com or Nina Mohammed at csuflec@gmail.com for more details or to RSVP!!!

Presented by:
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